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What is Sonia Kovalevsky Day?

Sonia Kovalevsky Day was organized by As-
sociation for Women in Mathematics to en-
courage young women to continue their study
of mathematics, and to assist them with their
transition from middle school to high school
and from high school to college. Also, the
purpose of this day is to assist the teachers of
women mathematics students and encourage
universities to get involved with middle and
high schools in the surrounding area.
This project aims to expose young women
to opportunities available in math and sci-
ence by creating fun and exciting experiences
through workshops, plenary talks, panel dis-
cussion, and a math competition.

Schedule of Student Workshops

9:40 - 10:30am: Concurrent Workshops

• For Students: Math Geocaching
Workshop planned by Taylor Rand, Katie

Beck, and Leah Grancorvitz, Mathematics
Education majors

10:55 - 11:35am: Concurrent Workshops

• For Students: Parellel Student Workshops

1. High School Workshops,
led by Taylor Rand

2. Middle School Workshops,
led by Katie Beck

12:30 - 1:15pm: Keynote Address

•Title:”My ”Tricky” Mathematical Journey”

•Dr. Candice Price, Assistant Professor of
Mathematics, United States Military Academy at
West Point

1:20 - 2:10pm: Math Competition
Workshop planned by Katie Beck, Taylor

Rand, and Leah Grancorvitz,
Mathematics Education majors

2:15 - 2:45pm: Panel Discussion:
”Increasing Diversity in STEM and Ways in which
High School and Middle School Girls can Make Con-
tributions”

•Moderator and Panelist: Dr. Carolyn Otto,
Assistant Professor of Mathematics, UWEC

• Panelist: Xiaowen Hogue, Trader at Cargill
Food Processing Company

• Panelist: Dr. Taylor Martin, Assistant Pro-
fessor at Sam Houston University

• Panelist: Arunima Ray, Graduate Student at
Rice University

• Panelist: Sharon Stefan, Associate Professor
at LoneStar College-CyFair

• Panelist: Dr. Paulette Willis, Senior Knowl-
edge Engineer at Reasoning Mind

Our Participants

We visited middle and high schools in the Chippewa Valley area and recruited middle and high
school women, their teachers and sponsors to attend and participate in our day of activities.

Assessment

We assessed our day with questionnaires. Our
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participants said they learned ”math is fun”
and there is ”math in music”. Many students
also said they would consider pursuing careers
in STEM fields. After anaylizing the data
from the questionnaires, we were able to con-
clude that we have made significant progress
since our first event. Participants were over-
all satisfied with the quality of workshops and
information presented. The results are given
in Chart 1. This data helped us conclude that
the material presented was appropriate for the
respective age groups. For diversity and eth-
nicity participation, we expected higher rep-
resentation. A pie chart displaying diversity
and ethnicity participation shows improvement from last year.

Math Geocaching

For the first workshop of the day, we wanted
it to be interactive and technology driven. We
developed a workshop based on the online
scavenger hunt, Geocaching. In this work-
shop, the girls had to race around the UWEC
campus and complete math challenges to win
prizes. To start, the girls were split into teams
and given coordinates to a location. They
had to enter these into Google Maps on their
teams iPad, which pointed to where a cache
was placed. Each cache was a math challenge
that the girls had to complete to get the coor-
dinates for their next challenge. For example,
one challenge was placed on the UWEC bridge. For this challenge, the girls had to solve
multiple problems in order to unlock a box that held their coordinates for the next cache.
In this problem the students applied concepts of trigonometry and algebra. To move on to
the next cache, the girls had to enter the correct answers into a wikispace URL that directed
them to their new coordinates. After successfully completing all of their challenges, the teams
raced back to Hibbard Hall. First and second place prizes were awarded to the top finishers.
This competition engaged the girls in several types of math topics with technology that is not
used often in the classroom.

Student Workshops

High School Workshop

In these workshops, the girls used mathematical thinking and strategies in real life MarioKart and Farmville. For
MarioKart, the girls had the opportunity to detect the motion of moving bikes using calculator-based laboratories.
Two girls rode the bikes while their teammates stood behind and calculated their distance according to time.
Afterwards, they analyzed the data presented in their graphs and answered questions based upon their recordings.
In the Farmville workshop the girls used their mathematical thinking and conversions to develop their own garden.
They competed to produce the largest amount of profit from their crops. The main concepts that the girls were
exposed to in these workshops were relationships between rate, time, and distance and monetary conversions.

Middle School Workshop

In this workshop, the girls dealt with three different topics. First was the game 24 that helped the girls focus
on the order of operations. The girls eventually recognized a pattern and technique to figure out the answers
faster. The second game was Lets Make A Deal where the students watched a video to obtain an understanding
of the Monty Hall problem. They played an interactive online game to see if they could master the Monty Hall
problem. Last, the girls played an interactive online Lets Make a Deal simulation to see if they could win the
most amount of money. The girls worked through an activity sheet to find the probability of their case. At the
three workshops there were volunteers to help assist the girls and encourage them to do their best and think
critically about the activities at hand.

Teacher Workshop

Dr. Sherrie Serros designed two teacher and professional development workshops titled ”Engaging Authentic
Problems” and ”Resources for Technology Rich Lessons”.

What Did We Do?

Our project was to develop and design a Geocaching workshop, two parallel workshops, a
math competition, and to recruit girls from surrounding middle and high schools for Sonia
Kovalevsky Day. Math Geocaching was an activity where the girls used Google Maps and
Wikispaces on an iPad to navigate around campus to solve math challenges. We created two
interactive workshops to introduce and expand the math concepts of geometry, probability,
statistics, algebra, trigonometry, and calculus using ideas and examples you find in everyday
life. We also designed a Math Jeopardy competition with game themed questions. All the
activities we designed were created to engage the girls and to excite them to continue their
studies in math and science.

Math Competition

Our math competition was ”Math Jeopardy”. The students were organized into teams to
compete against each other to obtain the most amount of points by answering different
questions. The questions were organized into four categories: dice games, game shows, card
games, and miscellaneous.

Our day came to a closing where the girls recieved a certificate for their participation in our
Sonia Kovalevsky Mathematics Day. As math education majors and future teachers, it was
fun to see and experience the girls’ exploration throughout the day!
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